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Homecoming dazzles campus
EJBy Bruno Zalubil
News Editor

With Homecoming over, the Special
Events committee can take a much needed
rest. But the overall winners, Sigma ChiJ
Kappa Kappa Gamma, can enjoy their-victory until next year.
The overall winners were very happy with
their performances. When the results were
announced during halftime of the football
game, the Sigma Chi and Kappa Kappa
Gamma members—who had converged at
the 50-yard-line in the bleacheis—cheered
wildly. The Sigma Chi fraternity later sang
their chant. For them, it is the second year in
a row that they have won the Homecoming
competition. Last year they won it with
Delta Delta Delta.
"This is really cool," explained Mark
Hilman, Sigma Chi President. "We spent a
lot of time on the float and sign. It was an
equal effort."
In a friendly campus competition which
included events ranging from house decorating to horse-shoe tossing, the results contained eleven ties. According to Special
Events chair, Jennifer Shepard, "The school
really got into it and put a lot of time into the
events. I thought I saw really good stuff."
Another Sigma Chi, Rod Greenshields,
added, "It was a really fun experience. One
thing I thought was interesting about this
year is that a lot of groups on campus got
involved. [Homecoming] is kind of becoming a campus-wide thing."

More opinions on Clarence Thomas than the body can handle. See page 10.

To support this, the winners were very
diverse. For house decorating, Sigma Chi/
Kappa Kappa Gamma and the A-frames &
Chalcts were tied for the victory. In the float
competition, Harrington tied the A-frames
& Chalcts for the win. The University and
Sigma Chi/Kappa Kappa Gamma teams
were tied for the sign victory. Last year's
Songfest winncrs,Los Vagabundos, cleaned
up again this year, and during halftime of
the football game, the Phi Delta Theta!
Delta Delta Delta team von the hoNeshoc.
contest.
The Homecom ng R ylty was also announced at halftime. Rob l'ierson and Jessica Enciso were crowned King and Queen
while Eric Konzclman, Herman Westreich,
DaveEldred, Mark 1-Iillman,Wanda Eisner,
Amy Johnson, Leslie Skinner, and Christa
Doty were the Homecoming courL
"The ties didn't surprise me much,"
Shepard said. "The scoring system hasn't
been changed from last year, but I am going
to look at the scoring system for next year.
Shepard reiterated how this year there
seemed to be more participation. "A lot of
hard work and effort went into the competition and the judges had a very hard time.
This year I saw more quality Songfest acts
and really better floats."
"We [Special Events committee] ran
around all week, so I would just like to
thank all of the members of my committee
and everyone that helped out."
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I I1o'necoining royalty Arty Johnson and
Mark Ililiman enjoy a ride in a golf cart
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Sigma Chi members bear aloft the float
which helped them win them top honors
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Female student accosted walking across campus
IJBy Bruno Zalubil
News Editor

Sexual perversion has again invaded the
small community of our university.
As a female student was walking between
the OT/PT buildings and Warner Gym at
6:17 PM on Thursday, she was approached
by a male on a bicycle that was "too small"
for him. The suspect held a cup or small
container and threw a thick liquid substance
into the face of the student, according to an

Information Release written by Director of
Campus Security, Todd Badham.
"The liquid is believed to have been semen," Badham contests.
The suspect was described as a white male
of the ages between 26 and 29. He is approximately 185 lbs. and has shoulder-length
brown hair and a full beard. At the time of
the incident he was wearing alightblue tank
top shirt.
A similar incident occurred during the

summer at Pt. Defiance park where a man
on a bicycle also approached a woman and
threw thick sticky liquid on her. This man
was arrested by Tacoma Police, according
to The Morning News Tribune. There has
been no evidence to suggest that the same
man was responsible for both incidenLs.
The Pugct Sound incident has been reported to the Tacoma Police Department
and is being investigated. Anyone with
information is rCqueStC(l to notify Secuniny
at
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Senate Confirms Thomas as an
Associate Justice of Supreme
Court
USA - On a narrow 52-48 vOte, the
Senate approved the nomination of the
43-year old Clarence Thomas to the high
court, ending a tumultuous confirmation
fight. Eleven Democrats joined 41 Republicans in confirming the appeals court
judge, whose conservative credentials are
expected to move the court further to the
right. Three Democrats who had said flatly
last month that they backed hm,ended up
voting against him. They were joined by
three other Democrats who had hinted
that they supported Thomas. The roll call
followed a day of debate that focused on
sexual harassment allegations that had
been brought against him by Oklahoma
law professor Anita Hill. The accusations
had resulted in a week's delay in the
confirmation vote. Judge Thomas, who
will be the second black in SupremeCourt,
was later cited as saying: "This is more a
time for healing, not a time for anger
or ... animosity." (The New York Times I
The Wall Street Journal)

Soviets Say Coup Caused Debt
Crisis and Economic Plummet
THAILAND - Soviet officials offered
startingly bleak assessment of theii
economy to financial leaders in the Grout
of Seven industrial nations. The Soviet
said that the failed coup in August had
caused a crippling withdrawal of foreigr
credit from Soviet banks, setting off a debi
crisis and accelerating the economy's pre-

cipitous fall A top Sovietplanner Gngory
A. Yavltnski had offered the assessment
earlier in a confidential report to Western
financial leaders in the hope of winning
their support for his program of radical
economic reform A section of the report
labeled 'Situation ' said the soviet
economy isexpected to shrink by 13 percent this year, industrial production by 9
percent and farm production by about 11
percent suggesting that the one time corn
munist superpower is suffering a severe
recession Fiscal aridmonetary conditions
appear even worse also (The New York
Times I The Wall Street Journal)

New Cease-Fire in YugoslaviaAnother Republic Independent
YUGOSLAVIA/SOVIET UNION
Prompted by president Mikhail S
Gorbatchev, the leaders of Serbia and
Croatia met in Moscow and agreed to
attempt another cease fire rn the Yugosla
via civil war and to hold more peace talks
next month Gorbatchev, who invited the
two sides to the Kremlin announced an
agreement for an immediate cease fire
and issued a communique in which the
combatants called for help from Soviet.
American and European officials to help
get the peace talks under way. Separately,
Bosnia Hercegovina declared itself sovereign laying the groundwork for the central republic s possible secession from the
Yugoslav federation The ethnically
jumbled republic became the forth of the
six units of the old federation to do so
since June. (The New York Times I The
Wall Street Journal)

self-understanding and respect for others."
In a September 24 memo to the ASUPS
Senate in which he outlines the changes
made in the Honor Code, Dodson wrote
that the previous code failed to "encourage
the development of a personal code of
ethics," which he feels should be a "primary objective" ofa liberal arts university.
The change reflects the new document's
shift of emphasis. Dodson notes in his
memo the negative connotations of an
"Honor Code" and explains that the word
"integrity" has a meaning that "encourages consideration of behavior within the
group as well as individual behavior."
The process of revising the code began
two years ago. Since then it has been reviewed by ASUPS Senate, the faculty student life committee, Security Services staff,
members of the student resident assistants
staff, and the university attorney.
A relatively new addition is a policy
concerning rape and sexual assault which
was formulated over this summer. Like the
drug and alcohol policy, this document is
separate from the code. According to Dodson, the new policy makes explicit what
was previously only implicit in the old
code; that is, it defines and prohibits rape
and sexual assault and specifically prohibits sexual harassment.
Another important change in the code is
its separation into two sections, the Principle and Standards and the General Policies and Procedures. The second part may
be revised by consulting ASIJPS Senate,
the faculty student life committee, and the
president of the university, provided that
all changes conform to Standard V which
guarantees certain rights to students. Pre-
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The Geology Department reported the theft of an
expensive map from Thompson Hall.

109:15 am

The Plant Department reported an expensive glass
window broken in Todd Hall.
A female student reported a sticky substance,
believed to be semen, was thrown on her by a
male suspect as she walked near the OTIPT building.

ct 12 10:30 pm

134:19 pm

14 12:56 pm

A non-student visiting a fraternity was contacted
for violating the university's alcohol policy.
A fraternity was contacted for violating the
university's alcohol policy. Several more violati
were noted during the same evening.

ASK US ABOUT OUR DINE-IN SPECIALS FOR U.P.S.
STUDEN & FACULTY

U.P.S. DELIVERY SPECIALS
1- Large 1-Item Pizza
1- Large 2-Item Pizza

$ 5.55 + tax
$ 6.45 + tax

Each Large Pizza Delivered with 2 - FREE 12 oz. Pops

$4.99 +TAX

1-Medium 1-Item Pizza

Includes 1-FREE 12 oz Pop

CARRY-OUT SPECIAL
$ 3.70 ea.

Large Pepperoni Pizza
Good at Participating Location Only Not Good With Any Other Oftèrs

19th St.

An alumna reported some clothing and a notebook
taken from her vehicle while it was left overnight
in the Fieldhouse parking lot.
The Plant Department reported a dryer had been
damaged severely over the weekend in a residence
hail.

by the affected student, the Dean of Students
will have the power to enact the provision.
"The only time the emergency action provision is taken is when there is some immediate threat to the safety of people," noted
Dodson. He explained that it was almost
enacted last year when shots were fired
outside a university-owned residence. If a
student was thought to be the target of the
gunfire, the university may have decided to
remove that student from campus for his or
her own safety as well as other residents.
The student in this case voluntarily left
campus, making the emergency action provision unnecessary.
Dodson feels that the impact of the newly
incorporated Principle and Standards of Integrity will "be realized over a period of
months and years." He hopes they will bring
about "a change in perspective—one in
which people recognize how important it is
to think about others."

CALL 566-8989 - 627-8844

(11")

ct 12 10:15 pm

"[It] draws a connection between self-understanding and
respect for others."

1039 Regents Blvd.
Fircrest Shopping Center

/

Oct 8 through Oct 15
9 8:21 am

viously, changes in procedure and policy
involved a revision of the entire document
and required final approval by the Board of
Trustees, a lengthy process.
Finally, in the new version is an alteration
of the already existing emergency action
provision, which allows the university to
temporarily suspend a student whose presence on campus may pose a threat to others.
While the president was responsible for its
operation under the old code, because of his
frequent absence from campus and his poten tial to be called upon to judge an appeal
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KIRO radio visits Puget Sound

TV ioumalist sneaks out
(JBy David Franzen
Staff Writer
Five-time Emmy award-winning consumer reporter Herb Weisbaum spoke in
the SUB boardroom at noon Tuesday Oct
15 about news writing and his experiences
as a broadcast journalist. Weisbaum has
worked for the Seattle-based radio and
television company KIRO (channel seven)
for the last ten years, writes for magazines,
and has appeared on the nationally broadcast CBS morning news.
Weisbaum describes his writing style as
"simple and straightforward." He prefers
to use short declarative sentences and
phrases to avoid confusing the audience.
He also stresses the importance of talking
at the audience's level, not down or up to
people, that he tries to accomplish by avoiding the use ofjargon and not assuming that
his audience has any previous knowledge
about the subject
"When you're doing a medical or scientific story there is always jargon. I ask
myself the question: do we really need to
use that term, or can we just explain to
them (the audience) what is going on here;
and probably 90 percent of the time there's
no reason to bring up a term that no one's

.1
heard or explained. You just tell them what
you want to tell them," said Weisbaum.
According to Weisbaum the hardest and
most important part of the story is the leadthe first few lines of the the story. Weisbaum
has developed an interesting way of tack-

0

0

ling this problem. He said, "I think about
myself as a kid and I'm running into the
house and Ijust saw an event and I'm telling
my mom and dad what Ijust saw. What is the
first sentence out of your mouth? It's usually not, 'The federal government today
announced the probability of.. .' you know,
its usually like, 'Hey mom, you know the
labels on the shelves are all mixed up!' or,
'Hey, there's a fire and it's incredible!'
That's what the average listener needs to

FUTOfl

OF NORTh AMERICA

TACOMA
NEXT TO
TOWER RECORDS

473-416j

LOWOUT
SALE 1
.

1 O%-50% OFF everything in the store!
0

Herb Weisbaum in a typically Weisbaumian pose as he speaks to an eager audience.
know, that's pmbably what is most important."
As a reporter Weisbaum also strives for
fairness, accuracy and liability, saying the
third is especially important being a consumer reporter. Weisbaum said a story
could be completely accurate yet remain
unfair.
"We do not work on stories for three
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They're bright! They're flashy!
Their moves will dazzle you!
They're Les Ballet Jazz do Montreal! It isa unique
fusion of classical ballet and modern dance. The
music ranges widely through the jazz repertoire,
from Oscar Peterson and Pat Metheny to Lee
Gagnon and Francois Bourassa, and even takes in
the jazz-influenced music of Maurice Ravel and Igor
Stravinsky. Don't miss this moving experience!

PANTAGES ThEATER
Friday, October 18, 8:00 p.m.
901 Broadway, Tacoma, 591-5894, $20,$18,$16

months then the day before it airs call
someone and say, 'Hi there, would you like
to explain this," said Weisbaum. "We always contact the other side ofthe story, and
sometimes there are three or four or five
sides, depending on the story."
Weisbaum added, "I have never once had
a story that did not get better by adding the
other side."
To emphasize this point Weisbaum related the story of a con artist who, when
asked by the reporter for his side of the
story, broke into tears and apologized for
his actions.
Fairness is also important for legal reasons, added Weisbaum. As a reporter in
Syracuse, New York, he and his station
be seliingaabreakthrough el ecfflc car that
did not exist. Although the case was thrown
out in the motion stage, Weisbaum said it
cost the station between $30,000 and
$40,000 in legal fees.
Weisbaum is very careful to remain impartial and avoid "the appearance of impropriety." He and his staff at KIRO have a
policy of not keeping merchandise valued
at over $5, either returning it to the company or donating it to charity. Weisbaum
even turned down a free, all expenses paid
trip to Alaska because in return he would
have had to endorse a restaurant serving a
particular brand of Alaskan salmon.

Day of Show Student/Senior Rush $8

Scholarship Information

BROADWAY CENTER
FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS

-Guaranteed Results-

PANTAGES ThEATER•RIALTO THEATER.JQNES
BUiLDNG•901 BROADWAY,TACOM,A.591 -5894

Call (800) 283-8600 ext. 899
for a free brochure.

Sponsored by Pacific First Bank
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1/2 the price
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DWI incident simulated in Jones Circle;
students witness fake death of comrade
By David Franzen
Staff Writer
According to police, between the hours of
7p.m. and 3a.m. one of every tçn drivers is
drunk. But drunk driving can happen any
where, any time. Even during lunch on
campus in front of Jones circle.
Although the incident at noon on Friday
Oct. 11 was a mock accident and DWI
arrest, it was not presented for entertainn1ent. It was to remind students of the
consequences of driving while under the
influence of alcohol.
Sponsored by the Student Health Awareness Club and conducted by the Pierce
County Sheriff's Department the event drew
a crowd of students to the scene. On- lookers saw Patrick Carroll, playing the part of

the victim, sprawled upon the lawn receiving emergency medical care after being run
down by mock drunk driver Herman
Westreich, who was then arrested by
sherriff's deputies. After an amazing recovery by Carroll and the release of
Westreich the officers announced that the
situation had been a simulation and invited
those who had questions to address the
deputies at their squad car.
Sherri Larkin, the Student Health Center
intern who co-ordinated Alcohol Awareness week on campus, reported that many
students watching believed Patrick Caroll
had been killed.
The sensational effect of the mock accident certainly convinced some students of
the danger of drinking and driving.

Larkin seeks to improve alcohol awareness
LJBy Sara Freeman

commented Larkin.
Theprogramming for Alcohol Awareness
Week mainly focused on drinking and driving. Larkin's goal was to promote awareness of the dangers of alcohol. With the
double message of Alcohol Awareness
Week and Residential Life's program
"Know Your Limit" Larkin believes that
people are going to have a better under standing of what alcohol and automobiles
can lead to.
"I think people are embarrassed to say,
'I'vehad2drinks,maybclshouldn'tdrive,"
said Larkin.
To combat this problem, one of the services Larkin set up for Alcohol Awareness
Week was a designated driver program during Homecoming weekend. Anyone could
call and be taken home safely. The Fraternities and Sororities provided the drivers. No
one had ever offered such a service before.
Unfortunately, the designated drivers
didn't get very many calls at all.
"I don't know if people didn't know about
it," said Larkin, "or if they weren't used to
it because they haven't had it before or if
they were just safe drinkers this weekend.
People were very supportive, but they didn't
utilize it."

Features Editor
Senior Sherri Larkin's internship at the
Student Health Center is exactly what the
doctor ordered.
Larkin, a psychology major, wants to be a
Health Educator and her job this year is to
do just that. Her goal is to provide programs
geared toward health subjects pertinent to
students. Future topics include eating disorders, fitness, and AIDS. National Condom
Week is already on her agenda.
Larkin's latest project is coordinating
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness
week on the UPS campus. Alcohol Awareness week was started in 1984 by the National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Organization. To raise the consciousness of
UPS students, Larkin has arranged a Mock
DWJ, two speakers and a designated driver
program.
Helping Larkin to co-ordinate the week is
the Student Health Awareness Club. The
Club consists of seven members whose
goal is to find out the needs of the campus
and do the legwork for the programs. Lark in
said she also received a lot of support from
the Greeks, ASUPS, Circle K and Spurs in
planning the week.
"I couldn't do all these programs myself,"

C0
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Medical workers surround a supposedly stricken Pat Carroll. He was okay, folks.

Deputy Allan points out alcohol dangers
IJBy Alethea P. Daniels
Staff Writer
Yourchances ofbeing involved in a fatal
car collision is ten times greater than winfling the lottery. Remove the words in and
action from intoxication, and you're left
with the word toxic. Alcohol is toxic. It's at
the level of arsenic.
According to Pierce County Sheriff Eugene Allan, who spoke at UPS October 14
about DWI's, 40% ofU.S. citizens will be
involved in acar accident. One out of every
ten persons will be involved in a fatal
alcohol related collision. Deputy Allan
stated that 2% of the people stopped by
police are DWI.
Deputy Allan spoke at UPS as a part of
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness
Week. His speech was filled with facts that
show how dangerous drinking and driving
is. He emphasized that people have a
misconception of the potency of alcohol.
Many people believe that alcohol is digested like any other food, yet it has been
proven that alcohol goes straight to the

bloodstream and the brain. Five percent of
the body's alcohol content is sweated out.
The rest stays. It only takes 90 minutes for
the body's blood alcohol level to reach its
highest point during consumption.
There are three easy ways to spot someone
who is intoxicated, according to Deputy
Allan: they exhibit loss ofinhibitions, deteriorating judgement, and impaired coordination.
Deputy Allan implied that society often
underestimates the devastating effects of
drunken driving. Unfortunately, the leading
cause of death among teens is alcohol related accidents. People are more likely to
die in an alcohol related accident than from
a gun shot wound.
Concluding his speech, Deputy Allan
stressed personal responsibility. No matter
how little or how much a person drinks, he!
she has the potential to cause an accident.
The overwhelming message was to take
responsibility for your actions now—don't
wait till someone dies.
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on women
fo
Amnesty International area confe rencecuses
.
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dHy Amber Pearsall
Gtest Contributor
"Never doubt that a small group of dedi
eatd people can effect change In ft it s
the only thing that ever has ---4vlarg iret
Mad
In Romania human nghts abuses and
persecution of ethnic minontieS ctrntinues
despite the much heralded fall of
Ceauscescu
In Myanmar (Burma) painter ti icher
andwriterMaTheingihasbeenimpnsOfled
for two and a half years wi thout a charge
in South Afnca African National Cou
gress members and supporters an.. ki I k1 by
paramilitary groups while the SecurLty P0
lice do nothing
In the United States juveniles are sen
fenced to death and the Supreme Courthas
møvedtolimitthenumberofappeakavul
able to Death Row inmates
These are a few examples of thousands of
eases in which governments have violated
thebasic human rights of theireiucns
Such violations include imprisonment
without charge or wi thout a fair triaJ tor
tme, disappearances and political kill
ings Many are abused because of their
beliefs race or sex In the face of such
widespread violence against human dig
nity, it is easy to lose hope
Amnesty International is an oiganizauon
with I 100 000 members in over I5Ocoun
Utes that seeks to rekindle hope kseeks the
release of all prisoners of conscience—
these detained for their beliefs coloi sex
ethnic origin language or religion
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make up 9 7o of the world s lawmakers
Amnesty bases its mandate on the United
and 80% ot in.. world s illiterate
Nation s Universal Dcxiaration of Human
Thompson pointed out that because of
Rights and works primarily through mdithis
women are more isolated from the
viduals writing letters to governments on
political
process than men and therefore
the behalf of individual pnsoners
morelikelytobevictimized
Inmanycoun
Lastyear atleast 12%prtsoners ofcon
soldiers
and
other
government
agents
science were released partly through the
COmmit
sex
cnmes
with
Cfl
efforts of Amnesty Interna
ut
fear
of
prosecution
tional
orpunishment.Inthe
Last Saturday
Sudan a woman
three other UPS
must produce
students and I
four eye wit
went to the
nessesinor
Amnesty In
\
der to prove
ternational
she
was
'
Northwest
"
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AreaConfer
_______________________
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enceatSeattle
\
goal of Am
U n I V ers i ty
/j.'- .'
n e s t y
Close to 100
International
s
people attended
Women
s
Cam
the conference from
MW
paign is to call attenWashington Oregoi
these
and other injus
Idaho British Colimbia,
tices
against
women
as well as alert
California and Alaski
governments
that
their
cnmes
have not
Thethemeoftheco ference vas Women
gone
unnoticed
and Human Rights Co'ette Thompson
It may seem IlUit wntlng a letter is an
WesternRegionalCoo'dinatorofAmfleSty
insignificant
response to governmental in
International sWomen s Campaign shared
juslice
B
ut
wotds
have the power to bnng
some interesting sUUtics concerning the
down
governments
Some leaders will do
theme ofempowerment for women In Al
whatever
necessary
to
stop words ofdissent
rica women remain responsible for proin
theff
on
countries
but they can do
ducing8O%ofthefood Worldwide women
nothing
about
mtrnational
cnticism Of
do two thirds of the work, yet i eceive only
ten
governments
will
back
down
in the face
10% of the total income and own only 1%
of
international
pressure
oftheproperty In theU S p78% of those in
Even in the most repressive regimes
poverty are women and chñdren Women
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women continue to combat human nght
abuses through literature camp ugns and
support groups for families of the diappeared
After the opening speech we broke intc
smaller groups to focus on specific issies.
For example freshman Laura Dissmeye
learned thout continuing hurt an nght
abuscs tn Romania especially againsteth
nic minorities
'People think the situation has impi'ovec
since the fall of Ceauscescu but it hasn
thmged much I was surpnsed by what I
heard because Romania doesn t get muck
atCnUOfl ow Dissmeyer said
Later Dissmeyerwenttoaslidepresenta'
tiori about oppression in Burma In on
incr&nt depicted in the film nearly 4,00(
students were killed but the internauo
public thu was so well informed ihon
Tienaurnen Square never heard a thing
In another workshop junior Emily BlacI
found that the same sort of inforrnatioi
blockade dictates ourperceptions of Souti
Africa
It sterns to us in the United States thi
things are changing and apartheid is ovet
but the reality is much different BLuc
said
African National Congress member an
former prisoner of conscience Am
Burroughs talked about how the changes
South Afnca have been mosiiy cosmetic
implemented only to take the internationa
spothght off South Africa Out of 36 rn
lion South African citizens 28 million an
still not allowed to vote
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AT&TACUSSM Service at The University of Puj Sound...
You can shorten the distance between campus and
your family and friends by calling from the
convenience of your room wIthAT&TACUS Service.

n

ACUS Service also offers the best value to save you
money. And, the world is at your fingertips with
ACUS Service domestic and international dialing
capabilities.

The only long distance you'll need to experience
this year is qualityAT&TACUS Service.
Featuring:
• No Sign-up Fees
• Personal Security Codes
• Individual Bills
• Low Rates
• International Dialing

Please call 1 800 445-6063 for more info.
The University of

Pziget Sound

____

AT&T
The right choice.
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Barton Fink: trapped in the life of the mind
By Andy James
Contributing Editor
Barton Fink is a movie that keeps it meanings close to its chest but its mysterie's right
up front. You never get a fully realized
sense of how the symbols are operating, but
you know what they are: a wallpaper pattern, an ear infection, peeling wallpaper, a
head in a box. Like recurrent patterns in a
nightmare, these images step forward into
clear focus; you find yourself watching
them and not, for all the effort you can
muster, able to resolve them into comfortable, explicit terms. You may remember
scenes, plot, details, but what you really
carry with you are these symbols whose
images never stop sounding.
It almost approaches the level of allegory,
and, like many allegories, the plot has a
spartan simplicity that gives the meanings
room to function.John Turturro plays Barton
Fink, a somewhat preciously idealistic New
York playwright (based loosely on Clifford
Odets) who goes out to grotesque, surreal
Hollywood (the movie is set in 1941 but
some things never change) with the intention of creating a theater for "the Common
Man," a figure that takes on mythic proportions for Fink. Determined to live at an
earthly level, he moved into a dilapidated,
crumbling hotel and soon encounters the
true common man, in the form of Charlie

Meaaows (Joan (Joodman), who lives in
the adjacent room. He also encounters the
limits of his own talent, as he finds himself
writing a script for a Wallace Beery wrestling picture and not finding a way to
celebrate the Common Man therein. He
also encounters his idol, W.P. Mayhew
(John Mahoney), a
great American
novelist stuck in a
company motel
room writing perfunctory scripts for
hack picures—a
thinly disguised
version of William
Faulkner in his Hollywood clays,
It's a simple plot,
and, even though a
sudden unsettling
bit of violence
sends the structure
flying into chaos
and resolution, the
plot is still not the
crux of the film.
What dominates is the close, obsessive observational style that director Ethan Coen
establishes; it matches so perfectly the sensibility of a young, eager writer watching
the world and finding the despair of small

details that the film is able to establish an
empathy that few films reach. Earlier Coen
films (all of which were directed by Ethan
and scripted and produced by Joel) established the loaded, bleakly satiric style that
Barton Fink relies on, but this is the first
time it seems like more than a conceit; it
grows organically
out of the characterization. Fink's astonishmentatthelunacy of the Holly1
wood world that
keepshim
shuttling
xinrld
"I
back and forth, alternately begging
and being exalted,
matches our own,
because Coen has
pitched the performances to a level of
caricature that
outsrips any of his
(or our) expectations.
It's a strange
movie, one that
draws some of its tone (and some of its
shots) from that strangest of movies,
Eraserhead. Barton Fink has some of
Eraserhead's monomaniacal focus on details (and John Turturro nearly has John
Nance's vertical haircut), but Fink suggests
more that Eraserhead did, if only because it
relates its surrealistic dread to the creative
process. Mayhew's lover Audrey Taylor
ghostwrites much of Mayhew's work, seemingly from fear of his maniacal, alcoholic
rages. Is there much difference between her
plightand thatof Fink, who submits himself
to the chaotic furies of the studio executives. Mayhew's latest work is called
Nebuchednezzar,which links to a quoted
Biblical passage of God telling

Fink , s ast Dnishnent
at the lurn tcy of tile
th
Hollywood
keeps him shuttling
back and f )rth, alternately be glng and
being exalte d, matches
our o wn

iter I

rn
Oscar Fingal O'Flahertie Wills
Wilde was an original. World-famous
for his witty banter and pithy sayings,
he produced some of the most absurd
and knowing works in British literature. The Importance of Being Earnest is a wild parody of the late Victorian work ethic and sexual
squeamishness. Besides, Wilde
named his own son Cyril. What more
could you ask from a writer?

Nebuchednazzer: "If you do not tell me
your dream, I will cut you into pieces." The
author submits himself to the dominating
forces of the mind just as humans serve an
angry God, and that hierarchy repeats itself
in human relations.
Or is that really what the Coens meant?
It's hard to settle on a meaning, especially
when so many others are suggested. Our
own professor Paul Loeb has pointed out
that the story can be read as an allegory for
the Jewish race, with Barton unaware of the
persecution the system is willing to offer
him (the recurrent phrase, "the life of the
mind," is also the title ofa work by Hannah
Arendt). Is that the answer? Possibly, but
not probably; Barton Fink is, as I said,
deliberately elusive. But it's not a purely
hermetic game, as such an approach can
often be. Perhaps because of Turturro's
multileveled, profoundly affecting performance, the symbols take on life; they become organic to the situations.
The Coen brothers' last picture, Millers'
Crossing, had a symbol much like the ones
they employ here: the hat. Every time
Gabriel Byrne's hat was mentioned you
knew a symbol was appearing and was
being given yet another shading of meeting; after an hour or so, you felt utterly
passive, as if you were strapped to a chair
and forced to watch meaning being slowly
manipulated in a purely mechanical way.
You left the theater thinking (and probably
saying) "so what did the hat mean?" I don't
know what you might be thinking when
you leave Barton Fink, especially after its
beautiful, elliptical ending. I can bet, however, that you won't be saying anything,
because your mind will be too busy following the glorious, despairing circles the movie
Contains.
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"I am but too conscious of the

fact that we are born in an age
when only the dull are treated
seriously, and! live in terror of
not being misunderstood."
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P.E. offers rap and rage

EJBy Eric Gislason

0

Contributing Writer
Public Enemy's latest album, "Apocalypse9l: The Enemy Strikes Back," begins
with the words: "The future holds nothing
but confrontation." The album itself holds
true to these words, as each song is injected
with the social and political commentary
for which the group is renowned. Yet to the
Public Enemy fan, this is but another chapter in what is now a four-part saga of the rap
group's confrontational and controversial
musical endeavors.
Public Enemy's albums have relentlessly
brought into the open and offered up for the
education of the listener the situation of
black America. "Yo! Bum Rush the Show!
P. E. 's debut 1987 release, carried the motto
"If you can't get what's rightfully yours
you must try to capture it by any means
necessary!" Their 1988 release, "It Takes a
Nation of Millions to Hold Us Back",
claimed: "A Black Nationalist Attitude is
protection against a system that keeps us
back." And "Fear of a Black Planet", the
group's third album, made it clear that
Public Enemy aimed to stage "A Counterattack on World Supremacy." And so it
comes as relatively little surprise that
"Apocalypse 91: The Enemy Strikes
Black", released October 1st, is another
politically-minded album, combining the
loud, multi-faceted backing beats with gritty
diatribes against alcoholism, racism, slang,
and "selling out."
As any fan of popular music knows, politics is not exactly a hot issue among the

"pop" consumers of today. So, you may
ask, how does Public Enemy sell albums?
The answer is in the extraordinary combination of the group's two frontmen: Chuck
D (the hard rhymer) and Flavor Flay (The
Juice). These two rappers are as different
as night and day— Chuck D is composed
and very politically aware; the "Flay" is
completely manic and spends most of his
time concocting dance moves that resemble
bizarre contortion exercises. The unlikely
synthesis of the abilities of these two rappers enaliiles Public Enemy to combine
knowledge and Afrocentric self-awareness
with frenetic fun and games.
Public Enemy's association with Reverend Louis Farrakhan resulted in allegations
of anti-Semitism, starting a whirlwind of
controversy that made its way onto "Fear of
a B lack Planet." On "Apocalypse 91", P. E.
makes no mention of Farrakhan or his questionable politics; rather, the group focuses
on social problems such as alcoholism ("1
Million Bottlebags"), racism ("By the Time
I Get to Arizona", the exclusivity of pop
radio ("How to Kill a Radio Consultant"),
and racial slang ("I Don't Wanna Be Called
Yo Nigga").
Despite the demands for the attention of
white listeners and their unceasing concern
for the situation of blacks in America, in the
song "Nighttrain" the group lashes out
against "sell-out" blacks, referred to as
"Uncle Toms." Chuck D puts it this way:
You mustn't just put your
Trust in every brother yo
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Chuck D: loudmouth or the Malcom X of current troubled times?
Some don't give a damn
'Cause they the other man
Worse than a bomb
Posin' as Uncle Toms
Disgracin' the race
Blowin' up
The whole crew
Wit' some of them lookin'
Just like you
The gist of these lyrics is that the issue is
not merely a black/white one— Chuck D
indicts certain members of the black community for acting against the interests of
black people in general. "Nighttrain" criticizes those blacks who steal, deal drugs,
and kill other blacks for their traitorous acts
against their own race.
D, in the single "Can't Truss It," urges the
listener to be cautious in selecting what and
what not to believe, as the world gives
conflicting messages. He adds, regarding
the state of the black community in America:
How I'm livin'
We been livin' here
Livin' ain't the word
I been givin'
Haven't got
Classify us in the have-nots
Fightin' haves.. Do you understand
That's why it's hard to love the land

and...
a
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Flavor Flay has two solo songs on the
album, "I Don't Wanna Be Called Yo
Nigga" and "Letter to the New York Post",
confront the issues of slang and media
hype, respectively. Flay laments the ubiquity of the word "nigga", rejecting it as a
term reminiscent of the days of slavery,
which it most definitely is; however, he
turns around and uses it in other songs on
the album. Nonetheless, it is a responsible
effort on Flay's part to restrain the casual
use of an epithet so laden with negative
meanings.
Public Enemy's "Apocalypse 91" is a
good album, if for no other reason than its
politicalconsciousness. Theraps are rhythmic and captivating, often fragmented but
nonetheless powerful. The music on the
album is, as usual, angry and loud and
pounding— the tracks are not necessarily
easy on the ear, but then if you're in the
market for easy listening music, you probably should stop reading this article immediately. The rhythm tracks, notably on
songs such as "By the Time I Get to Arizona" and "Move!" are pulsing with energy
and vitality, adding emphasis to Chuck D's
lyrics. Public Enemy's sound is as hardcore
as ever and the lyrics are relentless-- further
proof that "the revolution will not be sung
in Italian" (see Prof. Lyne's editorial from
Oct. issue). I think "Apocalypse 91" is a
better album than "Fear of a Black Planet."
P. E. is still in full effect, boyeee!
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Homecoming
football flop

fl

By Bruno Zalubil
Contributing Editor
The annual Homecoming game was anything but pleasant for the Logger football
team. The number one team in the nation,
the Central Wildcats, handily defeated the
Loggers 55-20, to spoil the festive Homecoming activities.
Central started the game quickly by running up a 21-0 score with only 40 seconds
expired in the second quarter. The Loggers
had strong defensive play for the first series, which ended in a CWU fumble, but
afterwards, the visiting offense cruised to
more points. During the second quarter
alone, the Wildcats earned 24 points to
bring their halftime total to 38.
The Logger offense started the day with
the crippled Jason Olson at quarterback
and was able to get some plays working
throughout the day, but never in succession.
The first Logger score came in the middle
of the second quarter. On an opening block
by Keamey Hoggan, Gaiy McCurty sprang
through the line for the open field where he
sprinted for an 80-yard touchdown in front
of a 3,176 person grandstand. With the
Brodie Charmichacl extra point, the Loggers posted 7 points.
The Wildcats scored the next 24 points
on 56, 10, and 2-yard runs, and a 24-yard
field goal.
Then, the Loggers returned to the
scoreboard with another McCurty touchdown, this one a 6-yard run in the third
quarter. The Wildcats followed with a 29yard field goal. And then Olson completed
an 11-yard pass to Larry Bellinger for the
last Logger touchdown of the day. When
theyfailed to complete the two-point conversion pass, the scoring was complete at
20 for the Loggers. The Wildcats added
one more touchdown and extra point to
finish the scoring at the eventual 55-20
mark.

fs

it
After the game, Olson was not very happy
o with the results, but felt confidant in his
ankle. "I tweeked it a little but it felt real
CD
, good," he admited not being one to give
excuses. "We'll go get them next week."
CD
Gary McCurty outdashes free safety Daryl Clark to the end zone for an 80-yard run.
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Women's soccer bounces up and down like a rubber ball
EJBy Laura M. Smith

p

Contributing Editor
The differences in Puget
Sound's women's soccer team
between their last two consecutive games were like night and
day. After dominating Portland
State 2-0 on Wednesday October
9, the Loggers were pounced on
by the University of Washington
Huskies 4-0 in a disappointing
loss the following Sunday.
Then, Washington tied Portland
the same week. Hey, if the Loggers beat Portland, wouldn't
Washington have beaten PSU too
since they trounced on us?
Shouldn'tthe women have beaten
them both them?
According to coach Cohn
Stewart the answer to this question is yes. "I wasn't that impressed with WSU. I don't think
they outclassed us. The score
looks like they killed us. But I
don't think they were better."
Unfortunately, this has been all
too true for much of the women's
season. Similar kinds of matches
against the University of Washington, Stanford,and Oregon State
have resulted in losses like these
all season. Although they have
been closely matched, the team
just wasn't cashing in on prime
opportunities or playing up to their
full potential. "They just didn't

seem that interested in playing,"
noted Stewart.
On Wednesday, the Loggers
broke away from this down-hearted
tradition,playing a crisp, controlled
passing game, sinking in two goals
in the back of the net. Dominating
the Portland defense, Rachel Lloyd
started the scoring in the first half
and popped in her fourth goal of
the season. In the second half,
mid-fielder Cassie Hughes sealed
the victory with a textbook perfect
shot assisted by Junior Stacy
Mayfield. Both shots were completed with clean passing as the
Loggers seemingly danced around
their opponents. "It was an easy
game for us, but a good game for
us. Everyone gotachance to play,"
commented Stewart.
Defensively the Loggers outplayed Portland, beating them to
the ball everytime. Junior fullback
Krista Thomas kept things under
control with consistent sweeping
in the defensive end, and some
great goal keeping on the part of
freshman keeper, Tamara Huongduong Le.
So where did they go wrong on
Sunday against the Cougars? On
Sunday that same tough, smoothpassing team was transformed into
a panicked, uninspired squad.
Stewart points his finger at some
sloppy playing and a"let down" on
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Forward Jennifer Jurgensen prepares to shoot against Portland State at Baker Stadium last Wednesday.
glaring mistakes on the part of Puget
the part of the teams energy and
Sound.
FOOTBALL from page 8
excitement. "We gave too many
Offensively the Loggers had a
goals away," said Stewart. "It
Scott Easley, an inside lineplethora of chances to score, but
was one of those games we
backer, explained that "there
were plagued by a lack of aim.
should have won, but we gave
were a couple of mistakes that
Several nice attempts for a shot
it to them."
we need to improve on."
were never capitalized on, a probAnd that'sjust what they did.
The final statistics show the
lem that has plagued them all seaThey handed the game over to
score more drastically. CWU
son. Of the total 143 shots on goal
Washington on a silver platter.
ammased 627 total yards with
this season, only 15 have counted
Throughout the first half some
292 of them being on the
as a score. "We need someone to
minor miracles were performed
ground and the remaining 335
in the air. The Wildcats had no
tmublemoving theball because
they accumulated 29 first
downs. The only chink in the
armor was the two interceptions and two fumbles that they
lost. The Loggers also had four
turnovers—three interceptions
and a fumble—but not near the
amount of yardage that the opponents had. The Loggers
gained a respectable 378 total
yards with 179 on the ground,
but it was not near enough to
seriously challenge the CWU
by Le at the goal as the Loggers
step forward on this team who will
numbers.
lost control on the field. Evensay I can put this ball in the back of
The next game is against
tually, the Cougars broke
the net," says Stewart. "We are
Western Washington in a
through with a desperate dumpreally not clinical in putting the ball
league battle up inBellingham.
ing of the ball over the defenaway."
The Logger's overall record is
sive line, and a mad dash for the
Matched against #3 ranked Panow 1-2-1. Their league record
goal resulted in a goal. Muscle
cific Lutheran on Wednesday, Oct.
is 0-1.
tactics like these gave Wash16, the Loggers will hopefully be
ington more than a few goals,
able to break down this barrier to
of which three out of four were
the goal and play with enthusiasm.

"We gave too many
goals away. It was one
of those games we
should have won, but we
gave it to them."
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Thomas hearings: we all deserve better

VA
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guilty of your own accusations, charging
Ms. Kolby with "spreading stories" about a
particular incident, when it is your letter
that points a finger directly at an English
professor. Her editorial gives no hint as to
whom she may be referring to. And are we
to assume that your English professor is not
guilty because you say so and because you
obviously represent the Women's Studies
department,justas we should conclude that
Clarence Thomas is innocent because the
President of the United States says so?!! I
wonder, if the issue was date rape, would
you so earnestly go to bat publicly for one
of your male students?
I commend Ms. Kolby on drawing attention to this problem and educating men and
women that it is inexcusable and intolerable to take mental and/or physical advantage of those in a subordinate position. Ms.
Kolby's editorial is not "harmful and fictitious," as it is not sexual harassment to
demand not to be sexually harassed. Professors are not gods or goddesses, although
some think they are, and the world does not
revolve around students, although some
see LE1TERS next page

Rebuttal to Sandier
Dear Florence,
I am equally disturbed at an editorial
opinion that appeared in the Trail regarding
sexual harassment at UPS.The editorial is
offensive to educators and students alike,
and I agree as you stated that "bravery ...is
required to stand up against all forms of
sexual harassment." And so I hope that if
someday I sit in your classroom, I will not
be academically penalized, because the letter I'm vehemently opposed to is your letter
to Ms. Kolby in the Oct 4 edition of the
Trail.
I do not know any of the characters involved in this campus drama, but I know
what their ideas represent. Your letter proves
sad and embarrassing for a representative
of the Women's Studies department to publicly (and privately) encourage sexual harassment. You scrutinize Ms. Kolby's responsible journalistic effort, ignore its social significance, while at the same time
obviously turning it into a personal forum
to protect "one of your own." You are

Watching the second half of the Clarence Thomas hearings, as most of us did, was like
watching all the ugliest, most shameful aspects ofour society on display for ourselves and
the rest of the world. Sexism, racism, partisan politics, the intrusive face of the media: all
were open for the world to see, and all were competing for the loudest voice. There's nothing
wrong with this, in some ways; every one of these more general issues mentioned needs to
be addressed in a thorough, measured and completely public way. But unfortunately, all
these proceedings were was highly public.
No one bothered to give the hearings even the barest pretense of being a sober judicial
proceeding. Unswom testimony was read into the records, those giving testimony announced beforehand if they were speaking "for" or "against" a particular side, the senators
on the committee did the same, and "questioning" turned into an opportunity for lengthy
speeches on the part of the "questioners." Certainly to give such a shambles the trappings
ofa legal proceeding would be duplicitous. And yet the American public was called upon,
as was the entire legislative body, to reach a rational decision about a terribly entangled set
of affairs for which evidence and motivation were scant.
As such, although many will expect The Trail to commentone way oranother on Clarence
Thomas' confirmation by the Senate, we, as a staff, will not. This is not to say that we don't
have grounds to question the vote; there are enough serious questions about Thomas'
political philosophies (and his unwillingness to articulate them) that could supply a
reasonable objection to his appointment. But after the grotesqueries of the past week or so,
it has become impossible to oppose Thomas without implying that Anita Hill was telling
the truth. On the other hand, it has become impossible to support Thomas without implying
that Anita Hill was a paranoid, self-aggrandizing liar. The finerpoints ofjudicialjudgement
have been blocked by the need for a sweeping character assessment based on a faulty
process. In a nation ofpeople forced to speculate: "Did he or didn't he? Is she or isn't she?"
We respectfully choose to decline.
That doesn't signify an unwillingness to deal with the issues ofsexual harassment, which
we have tried to do on these pages over the past few weeks. Yet this case, this unique,
individual case, has been viewed as a sort of acid test for these issues. The NOW protestors
outside the capital, for instance, trumpeted that "this is a sign that America's women are not
going to take being abused any longer." If this were all of America's women testifying
against the collective treatment they have received from all of America's men, that would
be true. But the issue at hand was not "Is harassment bad?" or "Does it happen in the
workplace?" It was: "Did Clarence Thomas sexually harass Anita Hill?" And on that issue,
no one seems to know what to say. Many came away with the beliefthat Hill had convinced
herself that things that didn't happen did. Do people who give this claim credence indicate
that they are buying into the hideous myth that women who charge men with harassment
are simply paranoid, or that they secretly wish it would happen? Not necessarily. Many, of
course, believed Hill. Were they playing into the myths ofblack men and thus forming, in
Thomas' own words, a high-tech lynch mob? Notatall. Many people committed to feminist
rights questioned Hill, and many typically unconcerned with these issues supported her.
Of course, Thomas' comment that the proceedings were racially motivated, while
inappropriate, did point out some ofthe hypocrisy and racism at work in theprocedures. We
saw Republican congressman, who have continually been on the wrong side of the tracks
on race issues, nod their heads thoughtfully as theories of a conspiracy against black men
were discussed, as if they were not the very ones most often charged with aligning against
the black man. And the when Doggett came up to testify, the committee, faced with a strongwilled, intelligent black man, could come up with nothing better than condescension and
ugly, leering questions about his "virility" and "sexual magnetism" (this was followed by
a sexistjoke session about the senators' experiences with Playboy).
The American public has rarely responded
with such a keen mixture of disgust and
Once again
fascination repulsion and attraction to a
Which or the foHowing is not an actual name
political event It was something like the
from the Tacoma phone book?
impulse that causes people to slow down
and look when they pass a wreck on the
A) Dewey D. Doolittle
highway. No one wants such a thing to
B) Fernley Stoop
C) Gordon Swmbo
happen yet when it does they feel they have
) amar impel
to confront it And hope it doesn t happen
again.
See next page for answer.

Question of the week: Do you feel the charges againstlhomas should have influenced the vote?

a
a

Sarah Lande: "I think he was guilty and
shouldn't have made it."

Ann Keefer: "I think women's rights are
going to go out the window. Due to the life
time appointment I hope he dies in a bizarre
accident."

Todd Moms: "I think it's good and he
belongs in the Supreme Court. Although I
am concerned with his views on abortion."

Dr. David Cherry: "I'm not surprised. On
the basis of what I did see on T.V. I didn't
see any reason to not think she wasn't telling
the truth."
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Congress clowns around with Thomas, Hill mania
DBy Eric Carison
Guest Contributor
And so Clarence Thomas will replace Justice Marshall on our nation's highest courL
Unfortunately, in the circus of the last week, a man with few qualifications, who may well
have perjured himself and will forever have an allegation of sexual harassment looming
over him, will now take a lifetime post on the Supreme Couri
Two horrendous results came out ofthe hearing last week: 1) a poor candidate was chosen
and confirmed and 2) the millions of women in the country who are sexually harassed will
be even more wary than before to publicize their cases.
But Clarence Thomas was poorchoice for the position long before the allegation of sexual
harassment came to light. A conservative editorialist mentioned a few weeks ago that
George Bush started the process off with two major lies. First, he said that Thomas was
the best man for the job, which he wasn't. And secondly, he said the nomination was not
about race, which it clearly was. Those who blame the process for this mess must accept
that the President was a willing participant.
The American Bar Association constantly ranks prospective appointees. Thomas
received the lowest score of any appointee since the rating system began during the
Eisenhower era.
During the original hearings, Thomas said he should be judged on his past and his
character. When asked about his views, he succumbed to "confirmation conversion"
syndrome, whereby he suddenly did not want to be held accountable for anything he said
in the past, while not shedding light on his current opinions either. His ideas are still
unknown, and yet he has attained a position on the highestcourt, where his views will decide
legal history for perhaps forty years. When asked his position on abortion, Judge Thomas
told the Senate he had never even thought about the issue. Right. This I attribute to potential
perjury #1.
On to the Circus.
A few falsehoods must first be clarified about Anita Hill. Professor Hill is not a schizo!
She did not have a decade-long Fatal Attraction for Clarence Thomas. She does not live
in a fantasy world of delusion. Furthermore, this is not the ploy of some left-wing interest
groups. Let us not forget, Anita Hill told friends about the harassment ten years ago, when
the incidents were taking place. The FBI came to her and asked her to tell the story, not the
other way 'round. The FBI asked her if she would be willing to take a polygraph. Her
affidavit was in the record long before this news broke into the open. To suggest that she
was merely a political pawn is ridiculous.
Anita Hill is as reputable a person as Judge Thomas. She is a tenured law professor, has
done public service, holds similar views to both the nominee and the current presidential
administration, she is a black conservative (no racism here, Clarence), and she may well be
anti-abortion, considering her support of Robert Bork. By all accounts Ms. Hill is a private
person with no "skeletons" in her closet. She said it and the evidence supports her; Anita
Hill had absolutely nothing to gain by bringing this charge of sexual harassment into the
public. Indeed, she had a great deal to lose and the Republicans made sure that she lost it

all.
Her testimony was brutally attacked, twisted, and altered by the Republicans at the
hearings. I suppose what bothers me the most is not that people questioned her and gave
Thomas the benefitofthc doubt—this is expected. No, whatbothered me was the clear sense
ofpurpose by the Republicans to beat her. Senators Specter, Hatch and others were not out
to fmd the truth, but to destroy Anita Hill's reputation and credibility.
We should have all wanted to get to thebottom of this before we gave Thomas the position.
If we can all agree that a sexual harasser should not serve on a court of law (indeed, should
be injail), then ourreaction to a credible story should nothave been as Senator Danforth said
on the floor of the Senate before the original vote, "We had the votes, we had the votes."
As for the arguments and concerns concerning the the time tables and protocol of "the
leak"—how ridiculous. An issue so vital to millions of women and society as a whole
deserves to be mentioned regardless of the time of the announcement, and should not be
brushed aside for procedural convenience.
In the end, it came down to exactly where it had begun—his word against hers. Like
millions of sexual harassment cases, no witnesses exist. But was this like all other sexual
harassment cases?
Anita Hill took a polygraph test which was administered by the former Chief Polygrapher
of the FBI and passed with flying colors. While the conservatives are right, polygraphs are
not 100% accurate and for that reason are not admissable, they are used quite frequently.
The conservative Bush Administration uses them to find news leakers and a Tacoma judge
told me the court uses them all the time to "track sexual offenders' activities during parole."
The test—passed by one and refused by the other—should have tipped the scales in favor
of Hill. After all, had Anita Hill failed that polygraph test, would the conservatives have
discounted it? Or would she probably have been summarily laughed out of the nation's
capitol on the next flight home?
So what have we learned from these hearings?
la) There is only one political partly in our country, namely the Republicans. They have
shown that they have an agenda, that they are cohesive, and that they have a willingness to
go all out not for truth, but to win. They succeeded.
ib) The Democratic Party, isn't. They lack backbone, a willingness to get dirty in the
dirtiest game of all—politics— and the ability to place their confidence in a woman with a
strong argument against Thomas.
2)We have a Senate (98% men) that is completely out of touch with an issue that affects
millions of women in America every year. The Senate did not want to discuss this issue,
preferring instead to either pretend it never happened or, when force to confront it, bickered
incessantly over procedural and ethical complaints instead of focusing on the issue at hand.
3) Lastly, it raised two crucial questions: What more could Anita Hill have done to cast
doubt on Clarence Thomas and prove her truthfulness. And why, after witnessing the events
of the last week, would any woman come forward and go through the public humiliation and
character defamation after having already lived through the private hell of sexual harassment?

LE1TERS from previous page
think it does. The point is, as representatives
of academia, and as social beings, we need
to starteffectively publicizing and articulating our needs, fears and opinions regarding
harassment. That is what Ms. Kolby is instigating—prevention of such incidents. If we
wait until it is time to "yell" and "shriek"
then it is too late, Florence. And anyway,
you obviously would offer a suspicious ear
that believes in "fairy tales" of student/
professor relationships and not reality.
Hopefully, your letter con tains some truth,
and Ms. Kolby's editorial is just a reminder
to anyone who may contemplate or fantasize about their student or teacher. As Ms.
Kolby did point out, "UPS is not a hotbed of
drooling, sex-starved, abusive professors on
the make." Yet, beware toanyonewho abuses
privileged power.
Is it true Ms. Kolby will be "tried" by the
Honor Court because she responsibly used
access to a campus medium to encourage
this discussion? Florence, perhaps if you
know of someone who needs to clear his
name once and for all, he should be tried as
well.
Sharon Prager
P.S. And furthermore, a note to Mr.
Kepler ... If you think it is not possible to be
raped on the top bunk, I hope you never have
to spend the night in the county jail.

question was first posed to a class several
years ago, we had not completed the renovation of the Student Union and students
then complained that there was no place
outside the Library where students could
engage in lively conversations. The responses we received from that earlier survey were most useful in developing a new
plan for the renovated Union. Responses
from the class of '93 will allow us to continue to plan.
The survey is anonymous. True, names
are affixed to the outside of each survey
folder but their purpose is to serve as identification only when responses are compared with the same class of individuals
surveyed as freshmen or later as alumni. No
cross checking occurs. Thus we cannot easily determine whether someone is a member of a fraternity of sorority or affiliated
with some other student organization. Since
student affiliations change rapidly, keeping
accurate membership rosters is no simple
task in any event.
However, the most surprising expression
of Ms. Hopp's wrath is her contention that
the survey's request for information is not

Dodson speaks out
Dear Editor:
I read Heather Hopp's October 10 editorial, "Emphasis on Triviality Found Extremely Annoying" with mild surprise.

Had I understood when Heather called
me to clarify a question about the student
survey that she was "infuriate(d) that
Dodson, or anyone else for that matter,
spends hisor her time concerned with this
sortofinconsequential crap," I might have
been prepared for hervituperation. But no,
Heather's question to me was politely
framed and to the point, although I thought
ita little unusual to receive a question from
a student inquiring about my defmition of
"bull session." Stranger things have happened. I don'tthink my response to Heather
was more obtuse than usual. Since she
made no mention abouther imminent II1
editorial I was unprepared for her retort;
"the whole survey was the biggest waste
ofpaper, time, and energy I can imagine."
For those members of the class of '93
still completing the survey of student life,
I'd like to offer a different view. We pay
extremely close attention to the opinions
we receive from surveys like the one
Heather found so objectionable. The question format follows closely two other surveys which are regularly administered to
freshman, juniors and alumni. Our intention in these surveys, and in the meetings
with every living group scheduled for later
this year, is to receive from as many
students as possible a comprehensive picture of the quality of life at Puget Sound.
Because we are especially interested in
the changes in perception and experience
a student encounters between entering as a
freshman and reflecting back as a graduate, the questions may not appear as important on casual inspection as they are in
fact. Heather's particular ire at the question about topics of discussion in the Student Union is a good example. When this

sincere. It's always appropriate to say, hard
to listen to, but important to state, that
administrators don't hear or are unresponsive. But to passionately excoriate as insincere an attempt to receive criticism, constructive or not, seems like protesting too
much. It is easy to demonstrate how information received earlier from this survey
and the others which accompany it was
beneficial in developing the Prelude and
Passages program, or in increasing the numbar of places for students to live in University-owned houses, or in initiating major
changes in the University policy. The survey questions are not disingenuous and I
can assure you that each comment will be
carefully and completely considered.
I hope other members of the class of '93
will not assume this request for feedback is
trivial or insincere. If you find it annoying
to complete the survey don't hesitate to call
me and tell me so. But also understand this
effort and others which accompany it are an
essential part of the improvement of the
quality of life at Puget Sound.
David Dodson
Dean of Students
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HAPPY HOUR ALL DAY
ALL NIGHT SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
NO COVER
CHARGE WITH
A SB CARD

MICROS & IMPORTS ON DRAFT!
$1.75 WELLS, $1 POUNDERS,
50 7 OUNCE BOTTLES,
$2 PITCHERS ALL-NIGHT,
SCRATCH MARGARITAS $3.50 (Made
with Jose Queruo)

0

-Darts, Pinball, Video Games, Pool & Big Screen TVs
WATCH #3 UW VS. #7 CAL AT 12:30 pm
SATURDAYAND THESEAHAWKS VISIT
PITTSBURGH AT 10 am SUNDAY. ALSO,
C OME WATCH THE WORLD SERIES LIVE!
MONDAY NIGHT:
All ages welcome for Monday night football via satellite at 6
p.m. with QB-1 football and all you can eat spaghetti for
$3.95.

WENDESDAY NIGHT:
All-Around Sound Productions presents laser karaoke
from 8 pm midnite with prizes and contests.
THURSDAY NIGHT:
Buffet from 6-8. $1 for ladies, $3 for guys.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS:
College Nites Out! Come early for dinner
then dancing from 9 pm to 2 am.
SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS:
$2.95 steak and egg specials for
breakfast. Patty Melts are $4.95
and Broiled Beef Dogs are
$1.50 bothdays. Dawg
burgers for $2.95 on
Saturdays.
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¶ / / Halloween
/ /costume party
/ with door prizes

FAI IL I
FEATURING
BEST REMIXER
IN TOWN KEN
THOMPSON
WITH THE
HOTTEST LIGHTING

A4

AND SOUND SYSTEM IN
THE SOUTH SOUND.
DANCING 9 pm -2am

TUESDAY - SATURDAY

MON-FRIDAYi
Open for lunch at
11. Daily soup &
sandwich
specials.

/Z~V.?
*

/

October 31. The
Miller Patrol Girls
Elvira will be here!

TUESDAY NIGHT:
Ladies Nite with dancing from 9-2. Tequila shots are $1, wells
are $1.75, and margaritas are $3.50.
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SUNDAY NIGHT IS COMEDY
NIGHT FEATURING THE AREA Y S
BEST COMEDIANS -&
71(19 97th St. West, Tacoma
Hours:
565-9378 Mon Fri 11am -2 am
Sat-Sun 9 am 2 am
-

-

Must be 21+ after 9 p.m. except on Mondays
when all ages are welcome.

